Hacking in all areas of my life, especially my internet business
I have reported this hacking criminal several times and each time you have put him
under observation he has gotten tipped off from your own computers sending him
feedback via any program that has outgoing messaging. For 8 years he has hacked to
destroy a total of 77 computers, in addition to printers and software. In the last six
months he has inserted virus in my cameras as well to either black-out the viewfinder or
leave a diagonal stripe of the image visible. He inserted this in the compact flash as I
was downloading the photos.
In addition he is constantly “man in the middle” of my communications with the bank or
merchants when I want to purchase on line, those that do not have Amazon’s level of
security are easy pickings, he triggers real error messages in situations that are totally
irrelevant. Today for example he blocked me from paying for a replacement top to my
glass water bottle by and from filling out a form for warranty repairs of my luggage.
While I was travelling it was even worse, he can prevent use of any debit or credit cards
at a merchant and also block me from accessing cash from an ATM. After the money is
counted out the transaction suddenly is reversed. One night he prevented me from
eating until 11:30 PM. Only after I spent 45 min in support chat with Bank of America,
was I able to eat…she told me I had input the wrong pin…NOT at three different banks
and numerous attempts!
Last week when I was making an on-line reservation he had me insert my pin the the
award miles only to change it and block me from accessing it.
In similar ways he has gone into the computers of 3 rd party performance tracking
services to cut my performance gains in half or more, to destroy my reputation and
mitigate my ability to attract customers to my timing service, Exceptional-Bear.com.
To keep me from accessing the Chinese Market through Alibaba, he hacked my
verification AFTER the fact, and we have been going in circles for six months, for a
simple verification by Dun & Bradstreet. I have never been able to access the internet
on my phone it is immediately disabled along with any feature I customarily use, such
as the alarm and the ear piece. This violates my rights under the constitution and has
for these 8 years to minimize my income stream by hacking communication through
email, despite using encrypted hushmail, he can block me on the recipient’s server, as
he has with LinkedIn Support and Freestockcharts support.
He impersonated me with my own email to get me kicked out of stockcharts.com where
I had a large following, and a source of clients. In the same way he impersonated me to

ask for a password reset on Theta Research another performance tracking service, to
delete my profile and then block me from making any further entries. Obviously if my
capabilities were not absolutely top notch he would not be constantly attempting to
undermine me. On Timer Digest, another performance tracking service, he has chipped
away at my performance just this year. Only when they began tracking me manually
have I risen to the top. As the #1 Market Timer for the last 12 months, precisely when
the Bear Market began.
The bottom line is that you need to track him under CODE so that he is not tipped off
before hand. His name is Damon Kalahele, he lives at 180 Elm Ct in Sunnyvale, CA. If
you read on the website there are pages devoted to hacking documentation which you
can access from your computer. All told he has cost me tremendous stress and over a
million dollars of lost income.
When I attempt to access my website interphase he blocks the connections and feigns
or establishes a security breach. Either Way I cannot update my website.
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